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Format: Digital 2D-3D Animation

Duration: 13 x 11 min

Genre: Educational comedy for children

Target audience:  Boys and girls aged 4-8

Synopsis:

Deep in the Evergreen Forest, in the trunk of a 1000 year-old oak tree lives Pixie Fix.  The funny, 
eager and wise Elf is fond of challenges and has a solution for every problem.  As the guardian of 
the forest, Pixie Fix wakes up early every day and visits his laboratory high in the oak tree where 
he signals the leaves to let the sunshine in and lets in the fresh breeze to air the forest out. Next, 
he sets about waking up the other inhabitants of the old oak tree: the bees, the squirrels, the ants 
and the mice… 
Pixie is helped by his rather clumsy assistant, Huey Gluey and his friend Buzzy Buzz - a brave and 
trusty female firefly who is never far from his side. 
One morning, a sudden event changes the lives of the forest dwellers entirely…Nothing is 
working in the command centre and Pixie, Huey and Buzzy Buzz can’t find dewdrops anywhere! 
This spells disaster for the forest and Pixie and Buzzy Buzz set off on a quest to unravel the 
mystery of the missing dewdrops. With the help of Huey Gluey, who remains at oak tree 
headquarters, brave Pixie and our gutsy girl, Buzzy Buzz, travel through desert, snowy 
mountains, the jungle and even to the depths of the sea to uncover the missing dewdrops’ 

whereabouts.

.



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 1.

Thunder and Lightning

Pixie Fix lives in the Evergreen Forest, in the trunk of a 1000 years old pedunculate oak 
tree. He loves to prepare all sorts of medicines, magic potions, and special elixirs in his 
laboratory. His most important potion is the Mantha of Light which is made of dewdrops 
and the juice of the old oak tree. A sudden event changes their lives entirely: one 
morning they cannot find any dewdrops. Pixie Fix decides to unravel the mystery of the 
missing dewdrops. At dawn he sets out on a journey along with the fire-fly Buzzy Buzz to 
find the dewdrops. Travelling along the roots of the 1000-year-old tree, they meet a 
tricky toad, Lapaj who only allows them to pass when Pixie takes part in his games.



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 2. 

The Intricate Labyrinth

Pixie Fix and Buzzy help an almost unconscious groundhog, Chewie in the Intricate 
Labyrinth. Chewie tells them, that the groundhogs are in big trouble because of a vicious 
viper, Zigzag, who is blocking the road of fresh water to the groundhog’s lake… The 
groundhogs cannot leave their home and find some water as they must be very thirsty by 
now. Zigzag’s plan is to lure the dried-out groundhogs and catch them. Pixie Fix, with the 
help of the burnout sunlight and some magical tricks, chases the snake away then helps 
the groundhogs to unblock their fountain. The escaping viper leaves an unexpected gift 
for them: a dewdrop! How could the vicious viper have one precious dewdrop?.



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 3.

Hoots in Cahoots

Pixie Fix and Buzzy Buzz are now wandering on the edge of a ravine, on the ground 
surface of the oak tree. Pixie Fix towards the dewdrop home to Huey Gluey with the help 
of magic. They are about to continue the journey to find the rest of the dewdrops, but 
suddenly unidentified claws and wings kidnap Pixie! What is this all about? Where are 
they taking him? They took him to the Owl King, Balthasar, but something seems quite 
strange about him. They accuse Pixie for stealing the dewdrops! He is sent into prison and 
he is about to wait the judgement… Boldie the little owl tells Pixie, that a few days ago 
dark hooded figures visited the king and during the feast, he ate a strange, green fruit… 
Pixie has a plan. On the right of his last word he can get close enough to the king to use 
his magical dust and heals him! As a reward Pixie gets another dewdrop, which was left 
there by the dark hooded figures. 



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dew Drops
Episode 4

The Chilly Village

Pixie Fix and Buzzy Buzz explore through his telescope that the huge black storm might be 
in a village far away, called Chilly Village. They use a portal to travel there, but the fast 
journey has a price: they experience a strong dizziness maybe even blurred vision for a 
couple of minutes. They found themselves on the wolves’ territory and Sneaky Grey, the 
wolf’s leader warns them that trespassers are not welcome.  Sneaky hints at that someone 
has been plotting for a long time against Pixie, so his visit is not unexpected at all. And 
what is more the wolves were promised a precious reward if they stop or take Pixie down 
for good. Pixie uses his magical hat to make an ice cube from the wolves. After a close 
sleigh chase, our heroes almost got caught, but a sudden appearance of the reins and 
their leader Jane the Rein saves them. Sneaky Grey threatens Jane that a Dark Wizard will 
be coming soon, and all their territories will belong to the wolves soon… Sneaky gives a 
dewdrop to Pixie as a proof of the Dark Wizard’s existence and coming… Who could be 
this Dark Wizard? Why does he hate Pixie so much? 



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 5

The Grim Hyber

Dark magic is not put into sleep, Zigzag the snake is about to create a snow monster under 
the influence of his dark master. The snow monster’s name is The Grim Hyber. Meanwhile 
Pixie can see with the help of his telescope that the dark cloud is flying towards the sea.  
It’s late afternoon when Pixie Fix and Buzzy Buzz reach the hill. Pixie and Buzzy set off up 
the hill. Soon they hear a dreadful scream. By the hill, this creature, Hyber, tries 
everything to stop Pixie: snowballs, icicles and icy winds. Suddenly, Pixie has a crazy idea 
how to stop Hyber, the giant snowman: he finds a travel hair dryer in his hat and turns it 
on.  Hyber turns into a puddle. Pixie realises that Zigzag was the creator of The Grim 
Hyber. But how could he use such powerful magic? Pixie teleports Zigzag far away with 
the help of the sunlight and his magical hat, so they can continue their journey for the 
dewdrops along. 



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 6

The Mysterious Sand Dune

Having defeated Grim Hyber the snow monster and getting ZigZag, its creator out of the 
way once again, Pixie Fix and Buzzy Buzz have crossed the bridge to find the black cloud 
in the sky. With the help of his pompom Pixie Fix and Buzzy Buzz are teleporting again to 
find the black cloud which was flying into the Surfy Sea. They will be able to breathe 
under the sea with the help of magical diving masks. When they arrive in the sea, they 
are admiring the wonders of the underwater world. They meet an oyster called Olivia, 
who has already heard of Pixie Fix and his mission about the dewdrops, but she warns 
them that the black cloud is heading towards the great trench. Despite Olivia’s warning, 
Pixie and Buzzy swim along and very soon their road is blocked by a very mysterious sand 
dune. Maybe this is not a sand dune after all? What can this thing be disguising itself as a 
sand dune? The black cloud? Or something even more mysterious?



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 7

The Octopus Ordeal

The hill rumbles to shake off all the sand covering it. It is not a hill at all, but a gigantic 
octopus! When the sand settles the mighty bulk of the octopus is revealed. What is even 
more astonishing is that his body and long tentacles are decorated by long strings of 
pearls! He is called Otto and asks Pixie to turn back and abandon his quest. Pixie finds out 
that Otto is quite a vein octopus, so his mind can be changed with a few compliments 
about his pearls. Otto immediately changes his tone and tells, that he has met the figures 
travelling in the black cloud, they even gave him a dewdrop in return if he stops Pixie and 
Buzzy on their journey. Pixie tricks Otto by telling him that the oysters in the estate would 
give pearls in return of the dewdrop. He is trying to trade the dewdrop for pears, but the 
oyster colony gets angry about it. Olivia realises Pixie’s trick, so she is taking part in it by 
telling Otto that she wants to trade. She bites Otto when he wants to get the pearl from 
her mouth. The other oysters also join and banish Otto. Pixie gets Otto’s dewdrop.  



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 8

Fantastic Fins

In the underwater world Pixie Fix is not the only one finding new friends to help him… 
Somehow, we meet Zigzag again in the underwater world. His dark master wants him to 
make an ally with the sharks. Zigzag is even trying to make a stand-up comedy show for 
the sharks to get their attention. He also sniffs out that the sharks want the dolphins to be 
gone. Meanwhile dolphins tell Pixie, that they have seen the strange cloud propelled by 
green wings what the team is after, floating towards the land. Pixie Fix is riding on the 
back of Dorian, the dolphin prince. Suddenly a dozen sharks appear ahead of them, out of 
the blue, blocking the dolphins’ way. The sharks want Pixie Fix, but the dolphins will not 
hand him over. Dorian whispers Pixie to act like in panic. Several sharks start towards the 
“easy” target. The very last second before the sharks would reach him, Dorian hits Pixie 
Fix with his tail fin racketing him out of the water and towards the shore. 



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 9

The Bone-Dry Waste

With the help of the dolphins Pixie Fix and Buzzy Buzz are now out of the water – quite 
literally! Pixie Fix and Buzzy Buzz’s next destination is the Bone-Dry Waste because this is 
where they see the black cloud. After they teleport in the Bone-Dry Waste, they meet 
Jumpy Jack the jerboa. Jack has already heard of Pixie and his quest, but he is asking for 
Pixie’s help. As it turns out, the jerboas are at war with Cesar the Scissors, the scorpion, 
who is harassing the jerboas.  Pixie Fix offers the jerboa their help. The scorpion wants 
the jerboas’ stockpiled seed, as he says, but darker forces are also present to stop Pixie 
Fix completing his quest. Cesar tells Pixie that he was told to attack the jerboa fortress, as 
this would surely make the gallant forest elf come and help the jerboas, and so he could 
easily kill him. He even got a dewdrop for his help. Pixie was not happy about this, but 
everyone forgot about the strong sunshine in The Bone-Dry Waste, so he uses his magic 
and teleports Cesar with the portal far away but gets his dewdrop first. The jerboas 
organize a huge feast to celebrate their freedom.  



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 10

Vulture Adventure

The episode opens to Zigzag sneaking in the sand. He is extremely hot, and he makes no 
secret of it. Then he switches his holo device on and calls the Dark Wizard. The wizard 
orders him to make an alliance with the vultures and get the birds kill Pixie Fix. Pixie Fix 
and Buzzy Buzz are crossing the desert in the scorching heat on the back of Reggae Reggie 
the camel taxi with his catchy reggae music. Pixie is sending home the dewdrop he got 
from Cesar, but dark forces keep their eyes on them… The Dark Wizard doesn’t trust as 
much in Zigzag as he used to be, so he sends his private army to make sure Pixie is gone 
for good…



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 11

The Suprising Surprise

Well, the moment has come! The vultures ZigZag has sent against Pixie Fix would be bad 
enough – and now they are facing attacks straight from the black cloud itself too! As it 
turns out the vultures are friends with Reggae Reggie, so they want no harm to his 
passengers as well. The vultures scaring Reggae’s passengers is just a scene of act, an 
inside joke. Seeing his plan failing again, the Dark Wizard must interrupt with a black 
cloud and his favourite bats. Pixie has a trick in his pocket: he can turn the bats into 
golden sculptures. He could have taken them down, but they escape back, where they 
came from. Pixie asks the sculpture bat if they have taken the dewdrops and if the black 
cloud has them. This way he explores that the mysterious dark wizard is Prickyteeth 
Wingskin. He just cannot believe this name has come up again, after so much time… They 
have known each other for a long time. So many memories came back to him. Returning 
to reality he already has an idea, where the dewdrops can be, so he wants to teleport 
there immediately. Prickyteeth Wingskin… Who is he, and where did Pixie set off in such 
a haste? 



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 12

Borderland Battle

Prickyteeth Wingskin is using a cursemitter to get in Pixie’s head and be able to talk to 
him. Zigzag is begging to Pixie and Buzzy to protect him and as it turns out Prickyteeth 
Wingskin and Pixie Fix both went to the school of magic and alchemy. They have known 
each other since, but Pixie knows, Prickyteeth always wanted something different from 
the others… They arrive at the Borderland. They are heading home to the Evergreen 
Forest because he has a feeling the black cloud is also heading there. He uses his magic 
and creates an air balloon, where he also needs Huey Gluey’s help.  The have a serious 
chase and battle in the air. They are using numbmunition to defeat the bats. Prickyteeth is 
making the air balloon out of control. Pixie must save his friends first, only after that can 
he go after the black cloud and Prickyteeth. As it seems Prickyteeth is about to lose, his 
body is on the ground, but unfortunately, it was only a robot in his costume… This whole 
thing was just a set-up… Prickyteeth is somewhere else and he is about to take over the 
forest with the power of the dewdrops. 



Pixie Fix and The Lost Dewdrops
Episode 13

Prickyteeth Wingskin

We are back in the Filly-Foliage Forest. The others are celebrating because they think Pixie 
Fix succeeded on his quest. Pixie is heartbroken and disappointed. Pixie Fix can hardly wait 
to have some rest at last. The moment he sits down in his comfortable armchair he is 
asleep. Pixie has a weird dream about how Prickyteeth always felt better to live in the 
Desolate Mine… This is the place, where Prickyteeth Wingskin is hiding! Pixie Fix is heading 
there immediately! They figure out that Prickyteeth has been stealing and storing the 
dewdrops to take Pixie’s place as manager of the forest! Furthermore, this whole journey 
was planned with every detail in it. They even took Pixie’s magical hat, so he is harmless 
this way… In the end, despite Prickyteeth’s army of bats with Huey Gluey’s magical 
weapon from the dewdrops sent home in the whole time, they have no chance! 
Prickyteeth is sent to a deserted island far away by the Forest Council, but he assures 
Pixie, that this is not the last time they saw each other… The forest is erupting in 
celebration. And this is the end of the adventure of the lost dew drops… What will happen 
next? Tune in for our next adventure to find out…



Funny, eager Wise Elf, who is fond of challanges 
and as a guardian of the Evergreen Forest he has a 

solution ready for every problem.



Buzzy is a special fire-fly. Brave and trusty friend, 
Pixie Fix’s company throughout his journey. 



 Pixie Fix’s assistant. Causing trouble all the time 
with his clumsiness, he is a grumbling loner. 











Title: Pixie Fix
Format: Digital 2D-3D PhotoCutOut 

Language: Hungarian
Duration: 11 min/episode 

Genre: Educational comedy for children 
Target audience: Pre-school kids, age of 4-8

Original idea: Zoltán Miklósy 
Writer: Attila Herkó 

Producer: Éva Konrád
Co-Director: Attila Herkó 
Director: Zoltán Miklósy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVCDoxajuSI











